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Moderator Robert A. Diefenbacher: Morning, my name is Bob Diefenbacher. I’m with Manulife Reinsurance
in our Boston office. To my left is Kevin Hwee with London Life in London. And welcome to this session which
we entitled Welcome to the grey area – life reinsurance treaty challenges. Come on in, we got plenty of time it
doesn’t matter where you sit we’re going to call on you.

So, a couple of preliminaries here before we get started. First a little caveat here that we’re going to be doing
some case studies and it says here the facts and circumstances described are for illustration purposes only and any
similarity to actual events is unintentional and purely coincidental, most importantly the views and opinions we
express are ours alone to the extent we express them and not those of our companies. This session will require a
lot of audience participation, this caveat applies to you as well, anything you say here is only yours and we’re not
going to go back and say the company said this or something okay.

So what are we doing here? We have seven cases studies available. We may not get through all seven. If the
discussion is good we won’t get through all seven but we do have seven case studies ready, and all of the case studies
intentionally have some ambiguity and some facts left out of them. Many of the ones that we’re presenting today
I’ve been involved with or seen other presentations with similar ones done in them and I can tell you there is no
unanimity around what the answers to the questions we’re going to ask are and even if we had a room of just all
direct writers or just all reinsurers there would be no unanimity among those subgroups as to the answers to these
questions. So you know these really are intended to sort of make you think about the types of issues that can come
up and to debate points about the treaties. So there really is no unanimity and all that.

In other words, your participation is required. These are case studies, we have a hand held mic because we are
being recorded today and we’re going to alternate on and off who is moderating or giving a case study and then
whichever of us is not doing that will be walking through the audience to get your comments on the issues and
what you think the correct result is. Your participation is required, if you don’t speak up we’re going to be walking
around with a mic you may end up talking anyways so you may as well raise your hand if you have a point to say.

One other thing I did want to say before we get started is that many of the studies in this presentation as I
said have evolved from prior presentations and I just wanted to acknowledge some of the folks that at least in the
presentations I have done were involved in some of them and so there is their names okay.



So with that let’s get on with the first case study. The first one, this is a simple one compared with the other
ones. So here are the facts that I’m going to present to you. Smith Life Insurance Company, by the way this does
presume some knowledge of reinsurance this session okay, some knowledge. I just want to know how many direct

writers, how many people in the audience would consider yourself a direct writer? Raise your hand, very good. And
how many folks would say they are with a reinsurer? Alright, so it’s about 50/50, excellent. How many would say
they’re with neither, consultants here, very good. So you can be the unbiased opinions to these things. We’ll look
to you to be the umpire for the arbitrations that we’re…

U-M: Then you’re in big trouble.

Moderator Diefenbacher: That’s right, the arbitrations that all these cases will inevitably end up in we’ll use you
as the umpire for. So Smith Life Insurance Company has a first dollar quota share arrangement covering its universal
life product. Smith retains 20 percent, cedes 80 percent equally to four reinsurers including in this case Jones Re,
alright. Smith’s retention is $2 million the auto bind is $28 million. So here we go. We have an applicant who comes
in he’s a 56 year old male, non smoker. He applies for $2 million and he’s got APS, APS attending physician
statement, I hope everybody knows that, that shows rising levels. Now I’m not an underwriter I don’t know that
we have any underwriters in the room, that’s a prostate test okay, PSA. Maybe if you’re of a certain age you already
know that, I don’t so there you go. Biopsy performed was benign, six core samples confirmed benign so they did
a test, it was benign. They did a test and it was benign. Follow up visit PSA level was even higher, thought to be
result of trauma from biopsy, current blood profile shows PSA equal to 11 percent. So really the whole key thing
because we actuaries don’t understand that is the number was 11 percent okay. Then Smith’s underwriting manual
says if the PSA is less than 15 it’s a decline. That’s what their underwriting manual says. Now the underwriter talks
to the medical director at Smith Life who in turn talks to the applicant’s urologist. The urologist felt the prostrate
history was benign and so they decide to issue the case standard. He talked to the medical director, she talked to
the urologist they said it was benign okay, issued the policy. Got it so far? Of course because these cases are a lot
more fun when someone is dead, the insured died 18 months after issue. Then they get the claims papers and it
reveals follow-up visit to the doctor after the policy was issued, repeat biopsy showed a high grade malignancy so
in fact he did have cancer. They did immediate surgery, total prostatectomy and he died shortly thereafter. So
there we go.

So the question is, is Jones Re contractually liable for this claim? What do you think, Jones Re they did not
follow the manual. Do you think they are contractually liable for that? Everybody thinks they are? Does it matter
that they didn’t follow the underwriting manual? Yes?

U-M: Was it ceded automatically?

Moderator Diefenbacher: Yes it was, it was ceded automatically that’s right.

U-M: The auto limit was $2 million?

Moderator Diefenbacher: The auto limit was $28 million, the policy was $2 million, at 2 million retention
but its first dollar quota share so they ceded 1.6 out to their reinsurers, didn’t really meet the underwriting
manual and the medical director looked at it and said it looks good to me. It turns out he made what was not
a very smart decision.

U-M: As a reinsurer I would say it depends but part of the Treaty, from what I understand of the Treaty the
expectation is that the ceding company is following their manual and their guidelines to some degree. To me this
looks like a business decision to go outside (??) so I would expect the reinsurer is not liable in this case.
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Speaker Diefenbacher: Yeah, yeah. So the point that was made for those in the back who might not have heard
was the reinsurer may look at what happened here as a business decision. Of course “it depends” obviously could
be the answer but the manual said 15, this was 11 and to you the issue turns on how egregious that decision was.

Right? And it sounds like it was fairly egregious and so that’s outside of the treat parameters and the reinsurer is
not contractually liable. Does everyone take that point of view?

U-M: The reinsurer wasn’t consulted at all?

Speaker Diefenbacher: The reinsurer was not consulted at all. The medical director used his, her, excuse me, the
medical director I said is female, used her judgment to conclude that the case should be issued standard anyways.
Everybody thinks that even though she used her professional judgment the reinsurer is not contractually liable?
She shouldn’t have done that?

U-M: (??)

Speaker Diefenbacher: Alright. (laughs) Really.

Speaker Hwee: What if we brought into the fact that the urologist of the actual insured had the opinion that it
was fine?

Speaker Diefenbacher: Yeah, she had talked to the urologist.

Speaker Hwee:One of the underwriting requirements is the APS, attending physicians report or statement which
from the urologist would say that this is a benign tumour, there is nothing wrong with it. Does that change
anybody’s opinion? No?

Moderator Diefenbacher: Well I bet you if you had this claim it would change your opinion. Yeah, so the issue
turns. I can tell you when we did this case with just reinsurers in the audience and it was underwriters there they
started debating the severity of what happened here right and it comes down to having something 11 when 15 is
the limit, is that egregious or not. By the manual it was a decline, sounds egregious to me, I might agree with that
but if I was on the direct side I might point out hey you know we took this through our medical director, you know

who our medical director was you know what he does, he went out there. This is what we do, we’re allowed to make
sound underwriting judgments and this was a sound underwriting judgment, I might argue that if I was on the
direct side. Yes.

U-M: In the, to take the side of the direct company I would go on the idea that the information I was given led
me to conclude that this was an okay risk. It was outside my control to make that decision given the information
that I had. So yeah I can see that I could argue on that side.

Moderator Diefenbacher: Right, that’s right, that’s right. Some of it turns on something we don’t really have
strong opinions on which is how bad the PSA decision that they made here. How should this case be handled? Well
I mean I think just because it is a contractual obligation the reinsurer may choose to do something other than that.
That’s the whole point on that.

Let’s do some variations on this case to make it a little more interesting. So what if he died of a heart attack
so he didn’t have cancer? He just had a heart attack and died. Does that change your opinion? Does that change
the liability here if you’re on the direct side, do you think that means you have a better case? Obviously a lot of
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people on the direct side thought the case was pretty weak here. Does that make the case stronger? He didn’t
actually die of prostate cancer.

U-M: It depends why if the heart attack was at all related to the cancer. If there was no direct correlation I think
it would make a stronger case.

Moderator Diefenbacher: Okay so we have the opinion expressed up here that if the heart attack was unrelated
to the cancer which I’m saying for the purposes of this variation let’s say the answer is yes, it was not related in fact
the guy didn’t have cancer he just keeled over of a heart attack a year and a half later. Then that would give the
direct writer a stronger case, contractually or just morally if you will.

U-M: More morally than contractually yeah.

Moderator Diefenbacher: Yeah, yeah. It might cause back to the how would a case be handled, that certainly
would affect the way it would be handled. A reinsurer might, if this is truly a grey area with respect to how egregious
the error was this might cause them to feel like it wasn’t so egregious that he didn’t actually have cancer and they
really blow the decision right, yeah.

U-M: How often when underwriting you have every possible symptom that you could check off? I think we had
one, they determined it was benign, they did six core samples, they talked to the urologist, they all said it was great
and then one test that says well maybe it’s a little bit not so great. So we’ve got 75 percent of what we did said its
fine, 25 percent said it’s not so fine. Like I imagine that underwriters do not have 100 percent certainty every
single case that they get.

Moderator Diefenbacher: Yes they do.

U-M:Most of the underwriters that I feel I’ve dealt with I can honestly say that you know you’re not going to have
all of the symptoms, check them off, every single one of them present.

Moderator Diefenbacher: So what you’re suggesting again is the phrase underwriters will use is, underwriting
is an art not a science, which I think is a bit of a cop out the other way but nonetheless there is a fair bit of truth

to that.

U-M: They did look at the risk and they assessed it as standard. There was one test that showed maybe everything
wasn’t entirely onboard but everything else suggested it was fine; therefore it’s a standard risk. You can say it was
a business decision. I would say that they most likely kind of followed the manual for the most part, not to be a
jerk to the reinsurers there but I don’t know of any clauses in treaties that say you know how much certainty do
you have to have.

Moderator Diefenbacher: Yeah, yeah, yeah, that’s an excellent point right. There probably are no clauses that can
be as specific in a treaty that can deal with this type of situation or really any type of situation. Right, I mean they
did have a test in the manual that they violated. On the other hand you’re suggesting that they used what at the time
seemed like sound underwriting judgment particularly if we use this scenario where he died of a heart attack. In fact
they in fact were using probably sound underwriting judgment and you know so where does the line get drawn?

U-M: To me if the person even died of the cancer isn’t that underwriting after the fact? Oh gee now we get to go
back, everything is great when you’re looking backwards.



Moderator Diefenbacher: Yeah, yeah.

U-M: What about the treaty auto binding provision? I mean you can write in the content of the treaty, you know
this test is in black and white there is absolutely no grey area but at some point there has got to be an auto bind
with the reinsurer that if you accept this risk then we’re onboard. That’s where almost default back to, if they’re

on the hook for it or we’re on the hook for it and the guy gets hit by a bus or dies of cancer then we’re all paying
and we’ll learn from our mistakes.

Moderator Diefenbacher: Mhm, okay.

U-M: Another consideration is, what have they done in past practices where the amount was 11 percent or
13 percent and they put it a standard and that person went on to live a long life and they paid reinsurance premiums
for an extended period. If they decline that person or if they didn’t that would give precedent in saying hey we’ll
allow the insurer to make those sorts of decisions and we’ll stand by them.

Moderator Diefenbacher: Yeah if the reinsurer had previously been a participant in that type of a decision. The
issue that has just been raised here is what if the reinsurer had, what if I guess there had been other cases where
the PSA was less than 15 and in fact those cases were getting issued and then to go on in that the reinsurer was
aware of those and was saying yeah that’s okay as long as you’ve done sound underwriting judgment in other areas
we can go along with that. That would seem to strengthen the direct writer’s case on this particular case by a fair
bit. Now if they didn’t know about any of those I think what the reinsurer is going to say when the direct writer
goes we do this all the time is why don’t you take all that stuff back, right? That’s what they’re going to say, they
don’t know any of that stuff. But, here is an interesting one, what if the underwriter simply made a mistake alright?
There was a reference on one page in an APS to the PSA or to the prostrate issues or whatever and, you know, that
page didn’t get scanned into their electronic system somehow. So he didn’t see it, he just saw everything else thought
the case was standard. They didn’t consciously decide to violate their own underwriting manual here, it just
happened. What do people think in that case? Mike Smith is laughing back there.

U-M: There is a million cut and dried answers here. There is an old adage about good fences make good neighbours
and I subscribe to the corollary of that which is good contracts make good counterparties. The first thing I would
do is pull up the treaty to see where, as a reinsurer, do I stand. The second thing is, I remember when I first got
into this business the chief underwriter who eventually became the chief underwriter of Sun Life, a guy by the name
of Joe Dahl(ph) said, you can talk to any underwriter today and they will say it’s complete crap, but Joe Dahl said,
if you get a hit in the first five years after issue the underwriter made a mistake.

Moderator Diefenbacher: Wow. (laughter) I wouldn’t go that far, wow. What do people think about this? The
other one, you know they kind of knew what they were doing and they just said the heck with their underwriting
manual or they made a sound judgment and said, we’ve looked at all the facts and we’re going to ignore our
underwriting manual? Whichever way you wish to characterize the prior one, they’ve done neither of those things
here it just happened because some clerk didn’t scan in one of the pages in the APS into their system and so
somehow the underwriter missed it.

U-M: I think historic relationship kind of really plays into account here because if you’re auditing that client on a
regular basis and you’re saying 99 percent of the time or even higher, what we’re expecting at an audit has come
true at that point, this looks like not a case of say negligence just I would say just pure error. If the other thing is
happening and you see cases like this come up in your audits regularly I’d have a different particular take on the
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relationship and be really concerned with the negligence that could be the cause of errors like this. So it would take
a different stance depending on how (??) in that relationship.

Moderator Diefenbacher: Yeah so for those in the back he’s saying it would sort of depend on the relationship with
the client that the reinsurer had and whether they had seen other errors before. So does everybody think as long as

it’s just sort of a one off its okay that they blew it here because it was an honest error and the reinsurer should pay?

U-M: It depends on the errors and omissions written in the treaty also.

Moderator Diefenbacher: Okay the point has been made it depends on errors and omissions had been written
in the treaty. Expand upon that thought.

U-M: Well generally you have something in a treaty for errors and omissions and if this was a legitimate mistake
and I would agree with Mark if it’s something that doesn’t happen on a regular basis I think the reinsurer would
cover the direct writer if it was a legitimate mistake and it’s not made on a regular basis.

Moderator Diefenbacher: Your view the errors and omissions would lead the reinsurer to need to cover this case?

U-M: Yes.

Moderator Diefenbacher: Reinsurers in the room want to talk about that point?

U-M: I would tend to disagree with that because errors and omissions historically are meant to cover more
administrative, you know, clerical type of errors when session(ph 19.33) information is getting copied over. .

Moderator Diefenbacher: The recording in this session might not be that good.

U-M: And I think underwriting errors weren’t expected to be under the scope of E&O to begin with. E&O does
give some word to the idea that, if the parties can be put back to the position they would have held then do so.
But whenever there is a claim involved and we were looking at a case that should have been declined as opposed
to maybe just say rated, that whole line kind of goes out the window because what was the position that both parties
should have been put back into prior to the case being issued.

Moderator Diefenbacher: Yeah, yeah.

U-M: Can I expand on that?

Moderator Diefenbacher: Yes.

U-M: Mark brought up something that I was wanting to bring up earlier in that I thought the reinsurer should
have taken this case but I thought the case should have been maybe rated and possibly …

Moderator Diefenbacher: You know you would have thought I had planted you in the audience so let’s put that
one up yeah, very good. What do you think would; what if Smith’s underwriting manual defined a PSA as less than
15 as table D, not a decline which is a variation on your theme as well. They issued it standard but maybe it should
have been table D.



U-M: I was surprised that the direct writer took the risk as standard. I wasn’t surprised that maybe they could have
written it with a rating and that may have changed circumstances.

U-M: Sorry about that. If the person ended up living for 30 years and then a claim got made, you know if we go
back to the premise of the person’s decline would the reinsurer be allowed to bail out then? And when they’ve got

the benefit of reinsurance premiums for all those years and the direct writing companies have the benefit of giving
all that premium revenue for all those years, like we’re only talking about the case where the person dies quickly.

Moderator Diefenbacher: That’s right.

U-M: And people are trying to jump off the sinking ship. Whereas, you know, what happens, if either you’re in or
you’re out according to this, either you’re on the hook for the risk no matter how long you live or you’re not. So
they live for 30 years, oh well they lived for a long time so sure we’ll be onboard, we’ll pay our part of the claim.
I’m just concerned that if that is sort of the approach that is taken that all the early claims, you know, people will
start looking for reasons to bail out on them. I’m a direct writer so I guess I don’t know from the reinsurance side
of the fence. Yeah well I’m interested in learning of their point of view on that. Would they ,you know, I’m liking
to believe that reinsurers don’t look for every opportunity to avoid paying claims but I’m just concerned that, you
know, there is a lot of pressure on direct writers to accept more and more people as insurable however rated they
are rather than decline. Like nothing drives an advisor bananas more than having his big case get lost because the
person is deemed to be not insurable. So there is certainly tons of pressure on direct writers to accept these people
as risks and so certainly if we’re living to make a profit on them, if they defy the odds and live for 30 years, and
certainly we also have to be aware that maybe we should be on the hook for any potential loss we’ll take from an
early claim.

Moderator Diefenbacher: Yes.

U-M: Yeah but there is an easy step in between. I mean you can refer the case to the reinsurer’s underwriting
department medical director showing that it’s less than 15 but all core samples and the APS show that everything
is benign, everything is fine. Once you refer it to them then you come to a meeting of the minds and then you
don’t run into these problems.

Moderator Diefenbacher: Yeah, if you want to play Monday morning quarterback what could have avoided the
conflict right and that’s the most obvious thing that could have probably avoided it if it was feasible. What about
this idea if it was tabled? Again, they’ve issued it standard, their manual now instead of saying a decline says its table
D okay and since we’re not underwriters we don’t know that that is probably ridiculous to say so whatever it is,
somehow its table D, alright? But they didn’t issue it table D they issued it standard. Do you think the reinsurer
is now on the hook, it wasn’t a decline. Do you think they’re now on the hook once the guy is dead perhaps with
the premiums getting repaid to table D? Think they’re on the hook?

U-M: I don’t think the situation changes.

Moderator Diefenbacher: Yeah, I don’t think the situation; reinsurers are two minds on this one. Some reinsurers
would say in this case as opposed to if it was a decline, okay maybe we’re on the hook for this, you might have to
pay the back premiums on the table D piece. So the extra 100 percent, which I think the direct writer would
gladly do in this case and take the claim. Then there are actually other reinsurers I don’t know in practice what they
would do but who have expressed to me the view that what I’ll call like the taxman theory alright. If the only penalty
for not paying your taxes is that you have to pay your back taxes then no one is going to pay their taxes. So that
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if the only penalty you could ever suffer for underrating a guy is when they’re dead you’ve got to top them up to
the right rating, it creates an incentive there that’s really bad.

U-M: That’s the same situation that happened when the industry first went to smoker/non-smoker. Some
companies were accepting when a person died (??) non-smokers and just top up the premium which was (??)

people into the ground.

Moderator Diefenbacher: Yeah, yeah. I tend to think most people would take it if it was a D not a decline but there
are two schools of thought out there on that one. Any other comments on this case before we go to case number two?
This was the easy one okay. So that was just a warm-up, Kevin is going to take us through the next case.

Speaker Kevin Hwee: Okay so this next case has to do with some versions so let’s look right into the treaty and
the policy here. So we have a $10 million term policy issued by Life Co or wanting to be issued on Life Co and
it’s reinsured with ABC on an automatic basis. The way ABC, the reinsurance treaty works is that conversions are
covered contractually, point in scale reinsurance. Does everybody know what point in scale refers to? General show
of hands, yes, okay. Okay so I won’t go into that but of course conversions happen to generally whole life permanent
plans. ABC also reinsures in this case Life Co’s permanent whole life plan. Okay, so now two years later the
policyholder actually does, or sorry before we get into that. Life Co actually changes its reinsurers for the whole
life plan. Instead of now reinsuring with ABC it now has renegotiated its treaties perhaps due to pricing perhaps
just due to any multitude of things that would cause somebody to change reinsurers. Now it’s reinsured with DEF.
Okay so now the policy actually does convert four years after issue. I think you can all see where we’re going here.
The new policy or the converted-to policy is erroneously reported to DEF. Traditionally when you issue a term
policy and it converts you try to keep it with same reinsurer, continue reinsurance rates point in scale and all that
sort of stuff. But this case went to DEF by mistake. Life Co did actually pay point in scale rates and it reported
the actual true issue date of the policy so in some sense it kind of looked like a conversion, smelled like a conversion
but wasn’t really covered as a conversion. Of course again as Bob mentioned it is more fun when people die so the
person does die in 2015. So now when they do the investigation of the claim it is discovered that there was a
reporting error that DEF should not have been on the risk. Okay. So questions, who is actually liable for this risk?
Is it ABC, DEF or is the Life Co out of luck? What do you guys think? Mark?

U-M:To me this is a clear case of E&O because all three parties could be put back in the position they should have
held had the error not of occurred. So premiums should have, like whatever premiums were due to ABC on
conversion, I mean those could be calculated and paid. If I was ABC, the reinsurer in that case, I would not see
myself wiggling out of this one, I don’t see how I could. DEF could pay back all the back premiums so in this case
I think E&O could cover it quite well.

Moderator Diefenbacher: Alright, does everybody agree with that, ABC is the one on the hook here? Yeah,
really? ABC is probably pretty pissed at being told they’re on the hook.

Speaker Hwee: What if you were DEF, you would be happy that ABC was taking the risk.

Moderator Diefenbacher: Yeah you sure would. So ABC, so the fact that the error wasn’t picked up for seven or
eight years the E&O should still apply to that and it should go back to ABC? What if it was like 18 years?

U-M: There is no statute of limitations.



Moderator Diefenbacher: There is no statute of limitations on E&O. Suppose, let’s see how you alter this one.
What about DEF, do they have any implied obligation to yeah, I mean they got ceded something to them, DEF
did, that had an issue date that was reported to them as being two years before the effective date of the treaty. Should

they have caught that? And they didn’t do anything with that for seven years and then the claim came and then
they decided to wiggle out to the point that was made earlier probably if it went 18 years and the guy lapsed which
is kind of implausible, let’s just say for the fun of it, and then he lapsed, I think they would have been very happy
to have that error made in their favour. So is there any obligation to DEF here to have checked its data, have that
ceded to them? No? No, wow, okay.

Speaker Hwee: So just give me the tax man theory there. If I were DEF and I noticed this error why would I …

Moderator Diefenbacher: You have to assume if they noticed this error then they would get them selves out of it.

Speaker Hwee: But again going back to the whole theory that if the only punishment is restoring it where you
should have had it in the first place then what’s the motivation, speaking as a cynic.

Moderator Diefenbacher: Yeah, okay. He’s not a retro he’s direct side. How would this be handled in practice.
So you think ABC is going to say thank you for this claim that you didn’t report for seven years, thank you, I’m
your partner here is the money. Do you think that’s how it’s going to go?

U-M: There’s always a depends.

U-M: There’s case history.

Moderator Diefenbacher: Okay should I make the face amount higher until we get a different answer?

Speaker Hwee: $10 million is pretty high.

Moderator Diefenbacher: $10 million is pretty high. If someone came to us as a reinsurer and suddenly said we
didn’t report something to you for seven years, please give us a cheque for $10 million, it’s not going to get printed
the next day, right? There is going to be some questions asked. So how would this be handled in practice? Any

reinsurer want to comment on that? I’ll tell you the first thing they are going to do.

Mike: Send in an auditor.

Moderator Diefenbacher: That’s exactly right, send in an auditor Mike said. The first thing they’re going to do
is say, how many others of these are there, right? That’s the first thing. How many of them did lapse and what do
we really end up with yeah.

Speaker Hwee: So what would happen if instead of eight years after the insured had actually died one year after
conversion?

Moderator Diefenbacher: Yeah, yeah, I don’t think the answer would be, we wouldn’t say the answer would
change here because you’re all saying it goes to ABC anyways.

Speaker Hwee: Yeah it would have gone to ABC anyways so it doesn’t matter.
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Moderator Diefenbacher: I would have been holding out for a stronger argument that DEF should have still been
on the risk. I don’t think it’s necessarily in the contract but I would be holding out for a stronger argument for them
which would have been weaker if it was only one year after conversion.

Speaker Hwee: Then just getting back to the fact of the auditor, what if instead this one off occurrence this was

more of a system bug where now we have instead of one policy 1,000 policies that were treated this way? What
would you expect then; would ABC still be on the hook?

Moderator Diefenbacher: But it’s not 1,000 claims. That would be most unfortunate. Yes I mean simultaneously
you’d be telling DEF now, yeah okay you’re not on the hook for this claim but you still owe us $10 million because
you have to give us back all the premium that we paid to you on all the other lives. So that’s why I say they might
say, well we’re still actually on the risk.

Speaker Hwee: That one actually turned out to be easier than the first.

Moderator Diefenbacher: Yeah you guys were not as ambiguous on that as I think you would be in practice. The
next one I don’t think will be that way. Alright, so facultative submissions, this is one of my very favourite topics.
ABC Life has an automatic pool. ABC retains $2 million and can automatically bind its four pool members for
$5 million each, $20 million pool. They submit a case and they’re looking for $10 million at capacity, they submit
it facultatively. So ABC gets the app, won $10 million . They’re submitting it facultatively because they’re already
fully retained so they’ve already got $2 million elsewhere on this life. So far, so good.

Then 24 hours ABC gets the following facultative quotes from its pool reinsurers. Mike is already laughing
because he knows exactly where we’re going with this. DEF has offered $10 million at standard. It’s going to be
four retro’s, we’ll have a chart at the end here but there is going to be four reinsurers. GHI offers 6 million and the
other two declined okay. So we got 10, 6 and two declined. I’m not saying why they declined. They declined,
okay? But mistakes were made. ABC Life’s underwriter is confident that he has secured the capacity so I mean he’s
got the offers back in, you know these underwriters get beat up all the time to get cases out faster, and agents on
their case all the time. They turn around, bang, we’re going to issue the policy standard, I know I’ve got the offers,
alright?

ABC Life actually doesn’t communicate its acceptance to either DEF or GHI alright. It just sort of slips
through the cracks right the underwriters going on to the next case right and off we go. None of these cases are
related to anything in the real world of course but the case somehow gets incorrectly coded as automatic in ABC
Life’s reinsurance admin system because the policy got issued. Remember this was a four-way split of the pool on
an automatic basis so each of the reinsurers got $2.5 million reported to them, alright? This is highly plausible what
I’ve described here, highly plausible. It’s a little muddier but it’s highly plausible. Alright, mistakes are discovered
of course.

The guy dies four and a half years later. At this time ABC Life recognizes its reporting error while it’s processing
the claim and recognizes it ceded automatically to all four of the guys. You know there are two parties here that
didn’t want any of this life but somehow had it reported to them okay. ABC Life then submits a $5 million claim
to each of so they decide what they want to do is well two guys offered it on us; we’ll split the claim against them.
They send out, tell DEF and GHI they owe 5 million each. They do give them the back premiums for the extra
face amount and they get a refund of premium from the other two. I’m guessing the other two happily cut those
premium refund cheques and run away but that’s what they ask for, okay?

So again, to recap there is the auto buying limits. It’s a pool of 20 so here we go. Each of them could get 5,
they were offered 10, they were offered 6, facultatively there is what they reported and now after they discovered
the error they are now asking for 5 from the first two. So what do you think DEF and GHI are contractually
obligated to pay? This has more than two possible answers I think. So what do you think DEF and GHI are



obligated to pay? Do you think they are each obligated to pay the 5 million? Are they obligated to pay, take the
other extreme, nothing? There is one vote up there for that; there are a couple of votes out there for that in the
back. Or are they obligated to pay 2.5? There is a vote for that. Or you could say DEF is obligated to pay $10. We

have all sorts of options here. Even if you want to say JKL and MNO are obligated to pay 2.5. If you wanted to
take the extreme of the argument that I was trying to get some of you to take last time, they should have, had a
case they declined they should have known when it showed up on their books they should have known they didn’t
want it. I think that would be a little weaker to make here than it was the last one. So let’s just stick with the first
two. You up here have said you think they might be obligated for the 2.5. Would you care to expand on why you
say that might be the answer?

U-M: I think to try and obligate them for anything more, it falls through the cracks because on a fact basis it’s an
offer that was made but never accepted. So I don’t think there is any contractual relationship either.

U-M: Like he said, it’s not an auto risk so I guess you can almost argue they are obligated to pay the 2.5 either one
of them but they were prepared to take 10 and 6 so I think you can make a case for 2.5 each but that’s it and I
think the direct writer eats the other 5.

Moderator Diefenbacher: Yes we’re sort of gearing into that. Yeah, yeah, obligated to pay 2.5 each maybe.

Speaker Hwee:What about the situation where, I know talking to reinsurers you’ll have records of facultative offers
that you made and you do checks based on those type options to see if you get automatic business ceded to you
on those same lives. What went wrong here? Why would you have not noticed that you are now being ceded
automatically 2.5 when you had extended an offer that wasn’t accepted? Shouldn’t that raise warning flags?

Moderator Diefenbacher: Yeah, sort of like the last one, is there an obligation on the reinsurer’s part to know
what’s being ceded to them? That’s the question being asked. Suppose for example this reinsurer and direct writer
have worked together a while and the point that was made here that I think the zeros in the back would have
made too. Tom I’m calling you a zero, thank you, is that there was no offer and acceptance here so therefore there
is no contract and they’re not contractually liable for anything. Now they may choose to do something different
than that and for the reasons that you cited that very well may be what they do but they are not contractually
obligated, that’s the point that I think would be made. What if the practice of an offer and acceptance just never
was happening here right? What if all along they made facultative offers and the way in which they were accepted
in the treaty probably says something like in 90 days you’ll respond and give us your acceptance, because that’s what
all the treaties say, right? Yet in reality this is not at all implausible. In reality that isn’t really what happens. In reality
the cases get reported through and that’s how the reinsurer knows they’re on the risk and this practice has been going
on for a period of time. Does that change the contractual liability of the reinsurer? Tom is standing up, I’ve provoked
him. Ah, we don’t even have that one on. Here, you can use a hand held.

U-M: I guess since you’ve singled me out I had to weigh into the fray.

Moderator Diefenbacher: That’s how we get people to speak.

U-M: Before I go further first of all you always do a great job at this Bob and I notice you didn’t have XYZ Re, we
all know it’s XYZ up here but anyhow.

Moderator Diefenbacher: Probably edited that for that reason.
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U-M: Yeah I figured you did. The reason why I said zero is I’m just assuming that the relationship between the
ceding company and the reinsurance community is largely what it is these days which is everyone expects an error
to be made rather than something be done right. Now you pointed out something very good as I was coming up

to the microphone which is a lot really depends on the ongoing relationship between the parties and how
comfortable they feel about the nature of their administrative processes. That’s another word that we use differently
up here that you might have said differently. So the reason why I voted for zero is basically that is I’m assuming
that DEF as an example probably doesn’t have the best relationship because no one got back to them. You point
out a very good point though, it could be if it’s contractually seen in the treaty that there is 90 days to respond
this is probably not the only session facultatively that’s sitting in the automatic pool and that has to be looked at.
I think sometimes you have to get people’s attention by saying zero to start to get some discussion going and then
arrive at a negotiation that makes sense. I would not be surprised and I don’t know if you’ll allow me to go this far
is to say probably something will be done which would be that it would be considered facultative in that DEF and
GHI will say okay we will take, we had submissions on the table so you know we’ll probably split this just to make
it easier and let’s make sure it doesn’t happen again. You can take me to task for any of those.

Moderator Diefenbacher: No, no, I wouldn’t. Now I’ll pretend I’m GHI here. Wait a minute, DEF offered 10,
why don’t you just go to them and get your full 10 right, what do you come to me for, maybe I was the second
one in. You know either you give me the full deal right so I mean that’s ambiguous. Yeah you want to respond to
that one? Why don’t you come up?

U-M: I’ll come closer so that way we can go back and forth I won’t have to sit down. I think the reality is you get
a situation whereby GHI probably will say that.

Moderator Diefenbacher: Yeah.

U-M: I’ll take the plausible scenario, DEF is still saying no we’re not willing to pay at all so therefore you’ve got 5
maybe, maybe 6 from GHI but the ceding company ABC is still 4 million short. So there is probably something
that’s going to happen between the two parties meaning ABC and DEF to try and get DEF to pony up to the table.
Now, your point is well taken. A lot depends on was this the first time this happened? Has this been an ongoing
administrative problem and therefore perhaps …

Moderator Diefenbacher: And maybe it wasn’t even a problem right, the parties knew it and they were
comfortable with it until the point I think you made there was a claim and suddenly they weren’t comfortable with
it any more. And the treaty does say something else right.

U-M: And you know I’m still standing by my point that DEF is not obligated to pay at this point.

Moderator Diefenbacher: Yeah, yeah. Would your answer change if ABC had formally accepted the offer? So
now ABC told, and let’s say they accepted 5 from each, we’ll just do it that way, from DEF and GHI. Let’s say they
accepted 5 from each one of them but reported the 2.5’s to all four, does that change your response? Is DEF and
GHI now contractually obligated for the 5’s?

U-M: How would they have accepted the offer?

Moderator Diefenbacher:Well you know the treaty says we’ll give you an offer and within 90 days you provide
written acceptance. What we’ve sort of said is if the practice had become nobody really did that and if things just
got reported. Now let’s say they actually do what the treaty says and they actually accepted it within 90 days, sent
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a note back to the underwriters we accept your offer of $5 million each but then the reporting got messed up and
they just reported 2.5 to all four. Are they contractually obligated? Yeah I think at that point E&O applies I think.
You know now it is 14.5 years later again I’m not so sure it does but I think when it was 4.5 it does. What if GHI

offered only 2 million? Are they contractually obligated for that? They actually had 2.5 reported to them, they
offered only 2 but there wasn’t actually an offer, it was never accepted but the 2.5 was reported to them.

Speaker Hwee: I think in this case you’re back to that situation where they’ve only taken 2 and they’re now being
reported 2.5 Should a warning flag have been …

Moderator Diefenbacher: Yeah, should they have even figured it out? I think they’re going to be in a stronger
position to have to pay up the 2 in that case. The point of this one for me is back to this idea that the treaty says
one thing about how back cases are handled and the practice had evolved in a different one and any time you have
sort of the written rules in your treaties that say one thing and the practices because we all operate in the real
world and we know what’s going on and it’s something different and contrary to that, you’re headed for something
like this. This particular example is fake but it’s inspired by true events okay. I’m aware of a case where it was uglier
than this where the direct writer was offered 20 million by the reinsurer, never accepted it, never reported it, the
guy died and then they went to the reinsurer and said please give us a cheque for $20 million. That went to
arbitration and it got settled for much closer to what the reinsurer thought the answer should be than the direct
writer. I think you can probably guess what the reinsurer thought the answer should be in that case. It got settled
for about 5 cents on the dollar, something like that. But there again I mean I don’t know enough about that to
know whether it’s, you know it’s always a wonder to me what was the practice historically there? Were they just
allowing this to go on and then this claim happened? Any time you have a difference between what is in your treaty
and reality, things like that first case I had where no treaty language can cover all those situations. Then there are
things like this that can be cleaned up in a heartbeat if companies have proper practices and have treaties that
reflect those practices. You know there are ways to clean this thing up pretty easily and yet this is the one, this is
very plausible what we’ve described here and I’ve described another case like it and I’m aware of yet another one
that has just come up recently. Over in Europe, ceded it to one guy, should have been another guy and now he’s
dead, well we would have taken it, so all this kind of stuff, so that’s the lesson out of this case. Let’s go on to
another one from Kevin.

Speaker Hwee:Okay so let’s take a look at this next case. Got John Doe applying for 15 million of terms insurance

with XYZ on January 15, 2009 and just a little bit of background on the reinsurance structure of XYZ’s products.
You use the same pool of reinsurers for them, each having a 25 percent share of the reinsurance. What makes this
a little bit different from maybe things some have seen recently is that within the $10 million auto bind there is
actually a lead reinsurer for each product. Does everybody kind of understand what a lead reinsurer does, kind of
acts as a lead so the other reinsurers do follow or generally follow the decision of the lead. For its term product the
lead reinsurer is ABC and on this risk XYZ does submit facultatively to the lead reinsurer who ends up declining
the risk. Okay, so to make this a little bit interesting, throw in some change, auto bind limits for all products say
we’re actually increased from 10 million that they were before up to 20 million and coincidentally the same insurer
comes back a few months later and asks for 15 million of UL. Again it turns out that the lead reinsurer in this case
is DEF. So it’s ABC as it was for the term but DEF. Now the underwriter at the direct company calls her reinsurance
contact at DEF and they come to an agreement where they can place the case automatically, within auto bind it’s
not much of a problem and the insured dies a few years later. So if you took the position of ABC you’re going to
say well I saw this life facultatively, it was facultative shopped to me and I declined it and I don’t want to pay for
the claim. What do you think about that? They have their lead reinsurers, they’ve all agreed their lead reinsurer
for the UL product is DEF. So they have agreed that DEF will for the most part speak for them on underwriting
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decisions and in this case they have said yes we’ll take the risk. Can they now back out of that? I’m going to say
yes they can. What do you guys think?

Moderator Diefenbacher: Yeah, yeah, go ahead.

U-M: Just that there are so many facts it’s hard to follow along so I’m wondering if we could get them on the

screen again.

Speaker Hwee: Sure yeah. So you had the first policy went to ABC, it was a term policy because they’re the lead
on term. They declined. We didn’t say why they declined, we just said that they declined. Then the second policy
comes in, in the meantime they’ve increased the auto bind okay and then the second policy comes in and XYZ
isn’t submitting that facultatively anywhere but they just wanted to talk to the underwriter, back to our first case
right. Maybe they didn’t want to submit it facultatively; they just wanted to talk to an underwriter about the facts
and are you comfortable with this. So they pick up the phone and call DEF who is the lead for UL and DEF say
yeah I’m comfortable with the facts, go ahead. So then they issue it automatically because it’s not facultatively, it’s
automatic alright. That means they bound ABC for it too, automatically or ABC has been bound automatically
for the case. Now the guy is dead and ABC says “Well wait a minute, once fac, always fac.” The direct writer says
but I called on my lead reinsurer and they said I could issue it auto. So ABC says “well screw you” so how does
that play out?

U-M: The once fac always fac is starting to change I think. Now you’re looking at timelines for fac of you know a
year maybe two years. I forget when the first policy was issued.

Speaker Hwee: In this case it was nine months later.

U-M: Nine months okay, so let’s assume they were going under that case then. If it is once fac always fac, I think
XYZ is kind of, if that was what was in the contract of the new policy with the $20 million auto, or sorry the UL
treaty, then I think that they should have been on the hook to send it fac again. I think DEF to some degree is at
fault because they would have known that the case was declined previously and they made a call …

U-M: How would they know?

U-M: I’m assuming they were on the original treaty as well.

Moderator Diefenbacher: They were on the original treaty.

U-M: But the lead declined.

Speaker Hwee: But that doesn’t get communicated to all the, it just doesn’t get communicated.

U-M: The first case was sent out facultatively. It was actually sent out facultatively.

U-M: To the one reinsurer or the three?

U-M: I didn’t say.

Speaker Hwee: It was sent to the lead. I guess then the point is does DEF know of the decline or not?
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U-M: And then that is skewed(ph)

U-M: (??) ask if you have been declined for insurance in the past 12, 24 months.

Speaker Hwee: Yeah so they should have known and they’re making a choice now. ABC Re, I would go on the
argument of the once fac always fac but I would, the contract that you have saying that DEF is allowed to make

decisions in that case, one I would try to avoid those kinds of contracts as a reinsurer to start to allow another party,
especially a competitor, make those decisions for me but I would think the once fac always fac is the thing that
ABC would be able to hold onto saying I should have seen this again if it was in the UL contract.

Moderator Diefenbacher: Any opposing views to that?

U-F: I think it just depends on the pool agreement. If you have effectively given your PEN away for XYZ for
universal life you’re letting them underwrite that on behalf of you, whether or not you as the lead, and the way
the case studies is worded it’s only ABC that saw the fac submission for the term life which was a facultative because
it was over the 10 million. They saw it, they declined it, but you know the limits get changed six months later.
Nowhere when the limits get changed in the pool agreement did it probably say however you know previously if
it was fac due to limits on a different product, its still fac. So I think it really depends on what the pool agreement
says and essentially ABC has given their PEN away on the universal life to XYZ to make the decisions and it’s not
even facultative at that point because it’s under the limit. So personally I think ABC is out of luck.

Moderator Diefenbacher: Okay so a contrary view. So really the whole crux of this argument is really for both
reinsurers whether you’re lead or not to really understand what exactly you are trying to do. If you are really giving
your PEN away, giving the lead reinsurer full power to bind you automatically to any risk, if that’s something you
want to do. Yeah.

U-M: We’ve got another comment over here.

U-M: It’s more of a question. Is XYZ Company under some obligation knowing that ABC Re turned it down,
declined it to when they’re going to shop the life again to go to ABC at the same time?

Speaker Hwee: Right, yes, generally yes. In the treaties there are as indicated once fac always fac or as Mark had
mentioned if fac was in the past 12, 24 months, it will go fac again. In this case it was just a telephone call. It wasn’t
really a fac submission, it was a telephone call. Maybe some underwriting information was shared but it wasn’t
submitted purely as a facultative case.

Moderator Diefenbacher: Other comments on this case?

U-M: I think it’s also pertinent to know the type of discussions that were going on between XYZ and DEF when
they were discussing if it was supposed to go auto or if it could go auto because Scott Sadler actually made the point
that I think is significant is that the application would say that they’ve already been declined once for insurance.
XYZ would have been aware of that and DEF may not have been because maybe it’s a phone call, maybe there is
an exchange of information but they actually haven’t seen the app. DEF unknowingly says sure it sounds like auto,
it’s below the auto bind limits, send her in. So I don’t know that DEF is at fault, I think XYZ’s practice of ceding
risks into the pool would come under suspicion here.

Speaker Hwee:What if that was disclosed?What if that was a piece of information that was shared between companies?
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U-M: DEF does not have the contractual power to overrule the terms of the insurance treaty. If reinsurance treaty,
if the pool agreement said once fac always fac, DEF can’t change that.

Speaker Hwee: So who would be on the risk then? Would it be DEF or would it be XYZ under your scenario.

U-M: I think that’s really the point is that in all treaties is the concept of the lead reinsurer where it is used and I do

think there are some where it is still used. Is it well defined right? ABC would undoubtedly be saying exactly what
you said and I would agree with it too. When we said you’re the lead reinsurer does that mean you could you know
help do cases like number one there where you have to make ambiguous underwriting decisions, not that you can
override other terms of the treaty, but that may not be clear, they’re both parties and that’s what’s going on.

U-M: I think that you know when the auto bind limit was increased from 15 to 20 million that perhaps the
contract should have added some wording about how to handle retroactive cases and that may have you know
cleared the waters for these types of situations. It just feels like when that goes up by 5 million people should be,
you know warning signs should go up that these things may happen and they should address them you know by
adding additional clauses and wording.

Moderator Diefenbacher: That’s an excellent point.

Speaker Hwee: Okay so let’s get into some variations. Just kind of went through that so we think that ABC is
justified or the majority of the crowd does feel that ABC is justified in denying the claim. We kind of talked about
whether or not the increase in the auto bind really does have an effect or not. If the auto bind was not increased
does DEF have the ability to waive auto bind limitations? I think the answer to that was no. We never really got
into the reason why the original policy was facultatively shopped. I think the wide premise was that you know there
is something medically ambiguous. We wanted a second opinion perhaps. What if it was purely because the auto
bind was exceeded in the first case?

U-M: (??)

Moderator Diefenbacher: Right, right, there are some people, I think the comment was made that once fac
always fac is getting modified some and there are some people who say it’s modified in the case where it was only
for capacity that you were shopping for.

Speaker Hwee: And recognizing that fact that maybe auto bind limits could increase, they were increased to
reflect that and now we have a case that regardless of the fact that it was facultative before would have gone auto.
And the final variation, would your answer change if instead of denying the original policy ABC had offered a rate
of say 200 percent which the insurer did decline to take. What would happen? Would ABC still say no we don’t
want any of it? Would they accept premiums in the amount of 200 percent would the other non-lead reinsurers
also demand 200 percent or is that a right only offered to ABC?

U-M: And the claim was four years after issue?

Speaker Hwee: Yes, the claim was four years later.

U-M: ABC would stick by it’s guns.

Speaker Hwee: And if it was 14?
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U-M: Still might.

Speaker Hwee: 24? That’s exactly right.

U-M: I think it kind of comes back to…

U-M: I think it would come back to basically how the pools were managed over time and how each lead reinsurer
took their responsibilities relative to the other. So you know once you go from T=4 to 10 to 14 to 24 I mean at
that point the cash flow makes a difference but the fact of the matter is John Doe declined in this case. You know
I think ABC would probably say it was declined, may as well stick with my original ruling considering that he died
four years after issue.

Speaker Hwee: Any other comments on this case?

Moderator Diefenbacher: Alright, let’s try another one. Let’s try this one. Okay, so here is the policy here. Male,
aged 65 has $5 million in force and they buy 15 million UL policy from Best Life Insurance Co who will be
proven to be misnamed by the end of this. The policy includes a death benefit rider for automatic increases of 5
percent per year. These exist in some contracts if you believe eventually we’re headed for a period of higher inflation
these may exist in more contracts in the future. Best Life has a reinsurance treaty with Super Re that has an auto
bind of 20 million and a jumbo of 30 million. I think the jumbo is probably not going to come into play here but
let’s see. The illustration shows a net amount at risk at 25 million by age 92 okay. The guy is dead. Actually died
in year 13, the death benefit was 28 million; the account value was 7 so the net amount at risk was 21 okay.
Remember there will be a chart at the end with some of the numbers to redo this but Best Life then discovers that
their admin system didn’t actually pick up the increases properly. This is also highly plausible out there alright, and
reported only $15 million. So for 13 years they were reporting to the reinsurer you’re on the risk for $15 million
okay. Best Life then realizes their error upon death and seeks to collect 21 million from Super Re. They pay back
premiums of course so let’s look at all these numbers again.

There is an auto bind limit of 15 million, a jumbo of 30 which I don’t think is going to play here but there
is an auto bind limit of 15 million, prior in force of 5, death benefit at issue is 5. The NAAR in the treaty and the
illustration got up to 25 at age 92, in fact the NAAR at death, the death benefit at death was 28 and the NAAR
at death was 21. The guy is dead and they want 21 from Super Re. This is another multiple choice as opposed to
binary in terms of the number of possibilities here. Was the policy correctly ceded to Super Re? What amount
should Super Re pay? We’ve got multiple choices here. You could say zero, probably could say more than just
these, but you can say zero, 15, 20, or 21. Twenty you couldn’t say on this actually but let’s say zero, 15 or 21 would
be the choices. So what does anybody think here? What do they think they’re obligated to pay? Auto bind said 15
and an increasing one that said, how many people think the answer is 21? How many people think they’re on the
hook for 21 here? Nobody thinks they are on the hook for 21. How many people think its 15? Yeah, they’re on
the hook for 15. How many people think its zero? Well for the fun of it when we get there I’ll take the zero side.
I don’t know if I would really agree with that but let’s just for the fun of it. So why doesn’t someone explain why
15 is the answer? Anyone wants to say why they think that 15, Gaetano does.

U-M: Start to make it easier. Well 15 is basically what they’ve had reported by BLIC I guess, (Best Life Insurance
Co) so that’s what they have to go on so the reality is we deal with a norm of self administered reinsurance so they
go with that. To be fair BLIC will probably argue oh sorry you know forgot the rest, we forgot 6 million in play
and maybe that’s the way everyone comes out whole in the end as 15 comes from Super Re and 6 comes out of
E&O or 6 comes out of the coffers of BLIC. Maybe I’m jumping a little too far ahead but I put that out to create
discussion.
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Moderator Diefenbacher: To get the 20 back, let’s have some fun; let’s make the auto bind 20 which I actually
suspect is a typo error. I bet you if I looked at the prior one the auto bind is 20 and that’s why 20 is a choice. So
let’s pretend the auto bind is 20 instead of 15 here to make it more interesting, now 20 is a choice too. Would

anyone want to say they’re up for 15 or up for 20? That is a fact that makes the case a whole lot better so let’s do
it that way; auto bind is 20. How many people think they’re liable for 15, what was reported to them all along?
How many people think they’re liable for 20, no one said 21. Got some takers on 20 there, some takers on 20?
Zero is still a possibility by the way I think.

U-M: Presumably when Super Re quoted for the treaty they are aware that there is an increasing rider? Yeah.

U-M: And presumably the treaty has some wording about projecting future death benefits or some metrics as to
what defines the case could be automatically ceded. So let’s just pretend that the projected auto bind is 20. I think
that it’s 20. Regardless of how supportive they are administratively they knew that this was a policy that had a rider.
I think they’re on the hook. I think Gaetano was completely off base with this one.

Moderator Diefenbacher: Yeah. Well you’ve said that it’s clear in there how increases would be handled so
presumably it said something like you’ve got to look at the maximum net amount of risk at all points in time or
something like that. The NAAR in the illustration was 25 right so that’s actually how you could get to zero being
the right answer but then you come back to it’s 13 years later right and they’ve been getting 15 all along. Yeah?

U-M: Can I just throw in another wrench?

Moderator Diefenbacher: Sure it’s more fun to.

U-M: If the reinsurer only has 15 on the books and in the meantime in the 13 years actually when it issued another
5 or 10 brought themselves up to a position where they’re over retained, they’re going to fight even harder to say
I’m only paying 15 because you’re now putting me in an over retained position well after the fact.

Moderator Diefenbacher: Yeah, yeah. I think that’s an excellent point yeah. Yet to what I think Mike would say
E&O you can get to 20 if E&O is in fact unlimited as to duration. Gaetano?

Mr. Gaetano Geretto: Why would the reinsurer claim E&O for themselves?

Moderator Diefenbacher: They wouldn’t right.

Mr. Geretto: Why wouldn’t they just punt it back to the ceding company and say you know if you want to get
to 21 or I guess in the second example if you want to get to we’ll call it 26, again I’ll put 20 on the table you’ve
got to eat the other 6 and if you want to do it through your E&O well then you have to deal with that and your
premiums can go up rather than me dealing with it.

U-M: (??) His problem, does he know the situation? The example where the reinsurer has issued more insurance
on the case. How do you bring the parties back to where they would have stood had the error not occurred? I can’t
go then to my other ceding company and say oh by the way Best Life made a mistake; I couldn’t have offered you
that capacity. So you’re kind of shifting the liability over to another cedent which seems completely unfair at that
point. So E&O might not be a reasonable answer on this one.
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Moderator Diefenbacher: So I’ll talk about some variations here. Would your answer change if, we may have
done some of these; the maximum amount of net risk on the illustration was less than 20 million? So 20 million
was the auto bind, I must have a typo on the previous thing. So would your answer change? I think if you said

zero in the first instance as I was arguing was one plausible alternative now that would have to change. You could
not say zero at that point. You still might want to debate the 15 versus the 20 but what if the increases were driven
by the mechanics of the policy rather than a pre-programmed rider? Does that change your view? Probably not
right, you ought to know what the product is that you’re reinsuring right. What if Best Life had been properly
reporting the increases at all points in time? So what if they actually reported to you now ties to some of our other
questions we’ve talked about? What if they actually got to where they were reporting a net amount at risk of 21
million to you? You know your auto bind is 20 and you kept taking it. Did you somehow put yourself on the risk
because you kept taking it? By our earlier answers people were saying no, now I’m seeing people nod yes. It’s
interesting how when you change the facts the answers are changing for people. The lessons of this particular case
all have to do with increases right and one I think many, particularly older treaties lack clarity on how increases
are to be treated with respect to auto bind limits. We didn’t talk about jumbo because I didn’t make the numbers
work well enough to fit it but you can also get jumbo into that too where they’re not clear. When you talk to
ceding companies and reinsurers separately I think they have different ideas about what ambiguous wording means
that suit their own ends frankly but that could be helped by clearer language alright. That’s the first thing and then
the second thing is with respect to administration and increases you know I think it’s highly plausible what we put
in here and it is a recipe for a disaster that will come at some point. There will be some thing that’s way off and a
blow up like this and it will happen to some company and it will come cascading down and everybody will be
pointing fingers at each other because increases are not administered very well in our business at all with respect
to reinsurance administration. So that’s the lessons out of this case. I think we have time for one more right
probably, 10 minutes. Alright we can do this one in 10, do you want to do this one?

Speaker Hwee: Sure, yeah. Okay so here we have a case that highlights differences in reinsurance treaties. So we
have Alpha Life, direct company with a reinsurance pool of Beta and Gamma.The Beta Reinsurance treaty happens
to be a little bit stronger in the wording. It does include language that specifically mentions age amount
requirements and underwriting requirements and when they can automatically place the case. Gamma Re’s treaty
on the other hand doesn’t, so a little bit of a weaker treaty. The pool between the two is $10 million; let’s assume
that it’s 50 percent each. We now have an individual aged 63 coming in for $20 million of insurance and through
some dispute regarding some, or some lack of treadmill underwriting requirements so just an underwriting test
where they have to run on a treadmill and have an ECG or something like that. But, the Alpha underwriter feels
that he has enough information to make an offer on the case and to go ahead with standard. With this confidence
he communicates it to the advisor, the advisor then turns around and tells the agent and everything is going along
happily. Of course as he is putting the file away he realizes you know what I did miss this evidence I actually do
need to go back to Beta because it’s non-treaty. Kind of a spinoff of that very first case we talked about. This time
Gamma Re has caught it before a claim and has now gone to Beta Re. The policy has been issued; again this is all
going along as planned. Beta does reply and says we’ll give you table D so say plus 100 percent. Again, the policy
has been issued so likely what would happen is Alpha will take the offer they can’t really go back and turn around
to the client and say we’re not giving you this policy any more, instead they’ll just take the, they’ll take the
difference. They’ll take the hit to their bottom line in terms of paying out table D but really receiving standard
rates. Gamma Re on the other hand is not contacted because the underwriter has felt that their treaty doesn’t really
say that I have to contact them so I’m not going to. The insured dies 2.5 years later. The question is, is Gamma
on the hook. On the one hand they have said the underwriter has followed the treaty to the word, to the letter.
Nothing in there says that they can’t automatically place that policy with Gamma and that’s what has happened.
On the other hand it has gone facultative to the other reinsurer in the pool. So what are your thoughts?
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U-M: I hate to jump outside the information you’ve given here but there is a few things in treaties that I’m aware
of that would give Gamma Re some kind of recourse. One would be would you consider going to, sorry the other
reinsurer, a facultative submission to get back the D or is it just oh we made a mistake. If it is a facultative

submission most treaties that I’m aware of have some clause saying if you’ve gone fac to one reinsurer you have to
go to all the reinsurers. So if I had that clause in Gamma Re’s treaty I would hold onto that but if I’m Gamma Re
after something like this happens I want to relook at my treaty wording to make sure that you know that it’s
corrected going forward. Maybe a global amendment across all my treaties to say look we’re expecting you to
follow your underwriting guidelines and when you go outside that you know problems come of it and here is an
example. Gamma Re I would think at this point with the weak wording would have very little recourse outside of
the, you went fac to somebody else and got a rating, you should have come to us as well.

Moderator Diefenbacher: So it turns on the other wording in the treaty, in Gamma’s treaty?

U-M: Yeah.

Moderator Diefenbacher: I think the lesson out of what you just said though is I like this case because it’s an
interesting thing for cedents to think about because I think if you’re doing a pool as a cedent you’re probably
getting push-back from some reinsurers on some language and not on others and some of those might revolve
around underwriting requirements and probably the reinsurer, the direct writer might be sitting around high fiving
himself that Gamma is such a bunch of suckers and took that without all that wording in there. Yet in reality it
doesn’t matter because the fact that Beta has the wording means the case is going to have to go fac to them which
means it’s going to have to go fac everywhere. So you can end up thinking you’ve gotten away with something
because you know I won’t tell Gamma about all this tough language that Beta has with me I’ll just get away with
it that way but you might not right. I think that’s really the lesson from this one is there are treaty provisions that
you can’t really have different between two reinsurers in pools. We wrote it this way. One is a retro that comes up
is different definitions of jumbo limits. We had that question asked of us and you sort of play it out. Well the
practical implication is you’re going to submit it fac somewhere so we’re going to see it fac too so I don’t understand
how you can have different definitions and have that work.

Speaker Hwee: The question comes up despite what you said about following the treaty but what really seems
the right thing to do. I think we can probably all agree that the underwriter at Alpha should have contacted
Gamma given that they had already contacted the others.

Moderator Diefenbacher: Yeah the underwriter is really trying to clean up his mess without getting in trouble
right. That was part of what is going on here too.

Speaker Hwee: And just to address another variation, what if there was not a formal submission of a fac, a fac
submission, so now that ruling that Mark had brought up about you know you submit it fac to one reinsurer, now
you submit it fac to all. What if it wasn’t really fac? Would that change your opinion?

U-M: Did Beta approve?

Moderator Diefenbacher: Beta approved. It was like we’ve talked about repeatedly, pick up the phone and call
like we did with the first case. They picked up the phone they called Beta they said yeah we’re alright with it. Yeah,
yeah, right.

Speaker Hwee: They did give the rating at 200 percent.
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Moderator Diefenbacher: Yeah, yeah.

U-M: So it’s still facultative (??).

Moderator Diefenbacher: No they just picked up the phone; they never sent the case in right.

Speaker Hwee: Yeah there was no paperwork other than just a limited discussion on the phone.

U-M: And they said rated for table?

Moderator Diefenbacher: Yeah, maybe yeah, yeah, we’ll say that’s the case.

U-M: How did (??) because all of a sudden there is an inconsistency between the direct policy and cedent and the
session, and so that kind of falls outside the treaty all of a sudden because you’ve made a business decision. The
life insurer at this point made a decision to eat that cost and do something outside of the norm so for them to not
contact Gamma and say “oh by the way we found this mistake.” Again, I just don’t think it would fly. It would
ruin the relationship.

Moderator Diefenbacher: Yeah

U-M: I think you can argue that the actions were basically (??) or not.

Moderator Diefenbacher: The point Mark is making is an interesting one because the direct writer has decided
we’ll eat the difference, we’re sort of tacitly acknowledging 200 percent might be the right number here and we’re
going to pay that to Beta but since Gamma doesn’t say anything we’re going to continue to pay standard and we’re
not going to tell them about it. That’s you know yeah, seems a little sleazy yeah.

U-M: (??)

Moderator Diefenbacher: That would never happen, is that what you’re saying?

U-M: No, no. Why is it different than two prices?

Speaker Hwee: And that’s a very valid question. You know that difference may actually be intentional.

U-M: And what indeed is the (??)

Moderator Diefenbacher: Yeah, so which are you, are you arguing that they could have two different prices?

U-M: Yeah.

U-M: So all it is now it’s just a negotiation on what the appropriate rate is. It’s not a facultative solution because
(??) out of bounds.

Moderator Diefenbacher: Right, right.

U-M: But you are arguing two different prices on the assumption that everyone has the same information.
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U-M: But they all do though.

Moderator Diefenbacher: Gamma was never contacted right, does that?

U-M: Gamma was not obligated right because they agreed to pay (??).

Speaker Hwee: And that’s precisely it. What we haven’t talked about is the reinsurance rates that are being paid
to Beta and Gamma. Beta with all the more stringent information may charge a lower rate because we’re getting
this better information. Gamma is a little bit looser knowingly a bit looser but they charge a higher premium.

Moderator Diefenbacher: Yeah I bet it works the other way though. We all know, we all know.This is key too right.

Speaker Hwee: So here Gamma you know at treaty negotiation if Alpha had gone and said for whatever reason
gone out and said you know Beta does have more stringent wording do you want to change yours to match and
they said no we’re happy with the wording.

Moderator Diefenbacher:We’re your partner; we don’t need that language. That’s what they would say, we trust
you. I think that changes it completely right.

U-M: (??)

Moderator Diefenbacher: Yeah, yeah, okay. I think that’s it for that one.

Speaker Hwee: I don’t know if there is time for another but …

Moderator Diefenbacher: What have we got left? Oh, we’re done. If you want to print it out you can see what
the seventh one was. So I hope you enjoyed this.

(Applause)

Moderator Diefenbacher: I think if they’re not online now, I mean I’ve sent them in so if they’re not online they
should be. They are online okay so they are online so you can get these and then number seven too online.

U-M: Thank you very much.

U-M: Thanks for coming.

Moderator Diefenbacher: I will never do what I did at refocus again, I will never.
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